[Trace reactions following combination of a sensory stimulus with polarization of the visual region of the cortex].
Spontaneous activity and responses to photic flashes and tones of 133 neurones were recorded in the visual cortex during polarization of the same area (1.5 to 10 muA, 5 to 30 min) and after it (one to 52 min). Responses of cells to two unimodal stimuli of different parameters were analysed, of which one was presented repeatedly during the polarization ("positive"), and the other one to three times ("negative"). Depending on the previous "learning", 47.4% of the units responded after the polarization to "positive" photic stimulus and 37,8%--to acoustic stimulus. The trace effects of the stimuli pairings are reproduced in polarization after-effect by the action of the sensory signal alone. The recorded differences in the nature and duration of the reproduction of trace processes formed to an adequate and inadequate stimuli, are due to the dissimilar action of polarizing currents on neurones of the cortex cross-section and to different effectivity of the visual and non-visual influences related to it.